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MOVING the BARNES 

The Collection move from  
Merion, PA to Philadelphia, PA  

2011-2012 



A short history of  the Barnes 
Foundation 



Dr. Albert C. 
Barnes 













But first things first… 

!  COLLECTIONS ASSESSMENT: 
!  Funded by the Mellon Foundation 

!  First 100% inventory of  the collection in its history 

!  Purchase of  TMS (The Museum System), collection 
management database 

!  Digital photography of  the collection and ensembles 



RFP (Request for Proposal) 

!  Developed out of  the Collection Assessment 

!  Included comprehensive lists of  objects by type 

!  Proposals to include: 

!  Staffing, materials, and vehicles to: map and measure 
the ensembles, deinstall, pack, transport, store (as 
necessary), unpack and reinstall   



The Proposal 

!  Primary Goal: safekeeping of  the collection 

!  Secondary Goals:  
!  Complete all work within a precise time schedule 

!  Optimize resources, reusing materials whenever 
appropriate  



Preparation/Planning @ Barnes 

CONSERVATION 



Conservation 

Meg Newburger, frame conservation 
Judy Dion, painting conservator 



Conservation 

Virginia Naudé 
working on Archangel Michael 

Margaret Little working on Jean 
Renoir ceramic 



Gallery = Temporary Conservation Lab 





Objects Tagged & Color Coded 





Preparation/Planning @ Barnes 

REGISTRATION  



Preparation/Planning @ Barnes 

ENSEMBLE MEASURING 



Mapping &Measuring   







!  Accurate 
measurements 
paramount for 
design of  
custom internal 
supports within 
each crate or 
box 

Measuring Box 



Preparation/Planning @ Atelier 



Different Objects, Different Packing 
Requirements 



Crates  



Strong Boxes 

!  System of  interchangeable 
inserts (created in 
collaboration with PMA) 

!  Designed for each 2D 
work.  

!  Fit into standard sized 
foam-core boxes. 

!  Foam-core boxes fit into 
either a full crate, a rolling 
cart, or other conveyance. 



Insert Design 



Standardized Crates & Boxes 



Rolling Carts 

!  Designed in collaboration 
with Princeton University 
Art Museum 

!  Accepts various internal 
boxes and trays, allowing for 
flexibility and reusability. 

!  AC Plywood with Char-
Esther foam for insulation 
and shock absorption; bolt 
closure; gasketed for 
protection from elements 
and any other security 
concerns  









3D Objects 

!  Multi-cavity trays 
for small 3D 
objects.  

!  Trays designed to 
be stacked inside 
rolling carts. 



Metalwork 



Moving ‘The Dance’ 

























The Move! 



















Reinstallation! 



Lessons Learned 



the end 


